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In the first part of this work [ 71, entitled “The Algebraist’s Upper Half- 
Plane,” we discussed some concepts of a new theory of function fields that 
has recently been discovered. In it, we concentrated primarily on the rank- 
two theory which corresponds to the classical elliptic-modular theory. Here 
we discuss the rank-one theory which corresponds to the classical cylcotomic 
theory. Due to the labors of M. Rosen, S. Galovich, D. Hayes, J. Tate, B. 
Gross, E. Thomas, and others, this rank-one theory has had rapid growth. It 
is now developed sufficiently enough so that one can clearly see its relevance 
to the classical theory of numbers. In fact, one can now pose questions in 
this theory whose solution will shed great light on classical problems of 
algebraic number theory. 
The modern theory of cyclotomic numbers is due primarily to K. 
Iwasawa, and is a natural outgrowth of the work of Kummer on Fermat’s 
Last Theorem. Iwasawa’s theory is based, in part. on the analogy between 
cyclotomic fields and constant field extensions of curves over a finite field. 
Thus it develops results for these fields that are analogs of the well-known 
results of Weil. One of the important aspects of the new theory of function 
fields is that it. in turn, captures aspects of Iwasawa’s theory not found in 
Weil’s work. Moreover. it also contains structure not, as yet. understood 
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from any point of view. Thus, the understanding of these elements will, quite 
probably, lead to a richer understanding of classical theory. 
Consequently, one general theme of this paper is the remarkable similarity 
between, on the one hand, the classical and new theory of function fields, 
and, on the other, the theory of cyclotomic numbers. We have strived in the 
writing of this work to make that apparent to the reader. 
As Weil’s theory of function fields serves as a motivation for Iwasawa’s 
work and is essential for the new theory of function fields, we review it in 
Section 1. At the end of the Section we reformulate the results in their form 
most suggestive for cyclotomic fields. 
In Section 2 we present the ‘cyclotomic’ construction of fields for both 
number fields and function fields. We use quotation marks as ‘cyclotomic’ 
may only refer to roots of unity, whereas the function field construction 
doesn’t involve, at all, roots of unity. Nevertheless, the reader will come to 
see how close both constructions actually are. The construction presented in 
the function field case is for the rational field F, (7) and the polynomial ring 
iFr[r]. It is due to D. Hayes, and is based on 1930’s work of L. Carlitz. 
Curiously, Carlitz’s work was developed at approximately the same time as 
the classical theory of curves over a finite field. 
In Section 3, we discuss the classical theory of L-series from both a 
complex and p-adic viewpoint. We present the minimum material needed for 
the theory of cyclotomic numbers. In particular, we concentrate on special 
values and the p-adic theory. 
In Section 4 we develop the Iwasawa theory of class groups. This theory 
studies the p-primary part of the class group of the fields Q(&,,,), for &,” a 
primitive p”th root of unity. We show how these groups split into two parts, 
called the plus and minus parts, under the Galois action. Then we develop 
the basic Kummer criterion which tells when the minus part is non-trivial. If 
this happens, we say the prime is irregular. otherwise it is said to be regular. 
Kummer’s result was developed with regard to Fermat’s last theorem. where 
one would hope that p is regular. But. curiously, the criterion allows one to 
show only the infinitude of irregular primes. 
Next we discuss Iwasawa’s theory of the structure of the minus part as a 
Galois-module. In particular we discuss the all-important Stickelberger 
theorem and its corollary, Herbrand’s theorem. We explain how these ideas 
are partial analogs of the theory of Section 1. We finish with a discussion of 
the theorems of Ferrer0 and Washington, Ribet, Mazur. and Wiles. 
In Section 5 we turn again to function fields. We now develop a new 
theory of L-series for such fields. The reader will see that this theory bears 
far closer resemblance to that of Section 3 than Section 1. It contains a 
special values theory analogous to that of Ricmann’s zeta function c(s) at 
both positive and negative integers. It also contains a trivial zeroes theory 
exactly as for c(s). The one aspect still missing is a functional equation 
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linking positive and negative integers (but see 5.2). The special values will 
be crucial in our study of function-fields. 
The idea behind such functions is the following: The classical zeta 
function can only capture the degree of a polynomial over a finite field. On 
the other hand, the above functions capture all the terms of the polynomial, 
but this must be done modp. Thus, for a satisfying theory. both types of 
functions must be used. 
In Section 6 we discuss the new theory for function fields. This theory also 
concerns the p-primary parts of the class groups of the function fields 
constructed in Section 2. Here p is the characteristic of the function field. We 
show how these groups also have a plus and minus part, and we present a 
version of Kummer’s criterion. This then allows us to show the infinitude of 
irregular (obvious meaning) primes in F,[ T]. 
Our next goal is to develop Tate’s version for function fields of 
Stickelberger’s Theorem. Tate’s result, which is new, builds on the theory of 
Section 1. Using it we develop the analog of Herbrand’s Theorem. Lastly, we 
discuss possible further developments. 
In our last Section, we present an introduction to the theory of 
‘cyclotomic’ units. Such units are important because they give information 
about the plus part. We present the theorems of Kummer and Galovich- 
Rosen which tell us such units generate groups of maximal rank. 
We study here only the theory for A = ‘F,[ r]. However, all of it is capable 
of great generality. Further, our study of classical cyclotomic theory is in no 
sense complete. For more information the reader may consult [ 14, 15, 201. 
We now set some notation: We put k = F,(T). r =p”, and k,,.. its 
completion, at any place IV. We put c,. to be the additive valuation deter- 
mined by 11’. We put K = k, = Fr(( l/T)). Thus if A4 E A. 11, (M) = -D(M). 
where L)(M) = degree of M. We use the expression “r-adic” to refer to a 
prime $9 E Spec(A). If B is a Dedekind domain, we set V{(B) to be its usual 
divisor class group. If a lower case Roman letter denotes an element of A. 
then it denotes a manic element. Finally, if L is a local nonarchimedean field, 
then CT and U, will denote its groups of units and l-units. respectively. 
1. THE CLASSICAL THEORY OF CURVES OVER A FINITE FIELD 
Let X be a smooth, projective curve over F,.. We always assume that kr is 
the full field of constants of X. Thus. X may be thought of as being given as 
the zeroes in some P’ of a finite number of equations in IFr. For x E IP’, we 
let [+Y ,,..., -yi+,] b e I s ‘t h omogeneous co-ordinates. We also let X be the set of 
zeroes in IF, (algebraic closure) of the defining equations of X. 
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It is well known from elementary Galois theory that the Galois group of 
Fr/lF,., Gal(F,/lFr). is isomorphic to 2 = n,,,i,, L,. A topological generator 
of Gal(r,/IF,) is given by the Frobenius. ufi, with 
a&) = Y, .Y E ‘F,. 
We can define an action of G = Gal(Fr/lFI) on x as follows: Let 0 E G 
and let s = IX, ,..., .yji, 1 E x. Then, we set 
a@) = la@,), . . . . a(-uj+ ,,I. 
Any orbit of G is called a closed point. If .1’ is a closed point, its degree. 
deg(r), is the number of elements in it. 
A divisor D on x is a formal sum CrZO aiPi, with (ai} g 7. (Pi} c 2. The 
degree of D, deg(D), is defined to be xyZ0 CI~. The divisors form a H-module 
in the obvious fashion, and deg is a homomorphism to L. The kernel of this 
map is the subgroup of divisors of degree 0 and wil be denoted by Div”. The 
elements of G act on Div’ via the above action on points; i.e.. 
U 
( 1 
a,P, = \‘ a,u(P,). 
Let rri be an extension of iFr. A divisor of degree 0, D, is said to be 
rational otter IF,,, if and only if a(D) = D for all u E Gal(iF,./iFI,). 
Equivalently, D is a sum of closed points of degree dividingj. 
Let f be a regular function on x, i.e., a function on the curve 2. We set the 
divisor off, (f). to be x aiPi - x b,P ,,,: when (Pi) are the zeroes off, {P,,,} 
are the poles, and {ai, b,} are the multiplicities. It is well known that (S) is 
a divisor of degree 0. It is called a principal dioisor. If the equations for f 
have coefficients in IF T,. then it is easy to see that (f) is rational over IF,.,. Let 
P be the subgroup of Div” given by principal divisors. 
We let Div’(lF,.,), (resp. P(F,,)) be the divisors of degree 0, (rep.. principal 
divisors), rational over ii-,.,. The quotient group “((F,,) = Div’(b ,.!)/p(lF,.,)) is 
finite. We set Pi(X) = Vt(iF,.). Its order is called the class nurnber of X (or 
of the corresponding function field). We set ‘/t(x) = Div’/P. 
Through the use of algebraic geometry (Jacobians). much is known about 
the structure of <V’r(x): Let I be an odd prime with (1. r) = 1. Further let 
Vf(x)[P] = (x E Vf(x) 1 I’ . I = O}. Then we have 
where g = genus of f. Multiplication by I takes CVL(x)[Ii 1 + ~~(x)(I’~ ‘1 and 
we set 
T,=&lWf(X)[P] 3;‘. 
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We call T, the I-adic Tare-module. It is considered as a first homology group 
with coefficients in L,. Note that its rank is exactly what would obtain from 
singular homology. In fact, iff: x+ 2 is an algebraic map, then we get a E,- 
homomorphism 
Further, one can define an H, and Hz with coefficients in L,. These both 
turn out to be isomorphic to L,, and with them it is possible to obtain 
Poincari duality and a Lefschetz fixed-point formula. 
1.1. DEFINITION. We define the zeta function of X by 
MS) = .,,,J;,,i,, (1 - v)degT’. 
It is common to put t = r-’ and 
~,~(t) = 11 (I - fdeg(xy. 
.Y closed 
It is an easy exercise to see &(s) converges for IFe(s} > 1 and that 
Z,&) = exp (,z, Nj f ), 
where Nj is the number of points in x with coefficients in F,,. 
Let 4 be the rth power mapping, i.e., if x = [X ,..., xj+, 1 E ipj, then 
$5(x) = [xi ,..., x,;, , 1. 
As the coefficients of the equations for X lie in Fr. we see $: ,6 x. Then, as 
a corollary of the Lefschetz fixed point formula, we have: 
1.2. THEOREM (Weil). Z,Y(t) = P,Y(t)/( 1 - t)( 1 - rf), where P.&) = 
det( 1 - & t; T,). Further, P,Y(t) E T [t], and P( 1) is the class number of X. 
In other words, PA-(t) is the inverse characteristic po[womial of the rth 
power mapping. From Poincare-duality. we have the functional equation 
P.Jt) = rRt’gP., $ 
( 1 
. 
Finally, to complete our knowledge of cX(s), we have the following very deep 
Riemann Hypothesis, due to Weil [21]. 
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1.3. THEOREM (Weil). Px(t) = nf!, (1 - ait) with Ia,/ = fi for all i. 
Theorem 1.3 has the following important consequence: If we write 
Ni = 1 - ai + ri, then 
lail < 2g~. 
Thus, we obtain fine knowledge of the growth of Ni as i+ co. 
We finish the chapter by reinterpreting some of the above results a la 
Iwasawa. This will furnish some motivation for what follows in later 
sections. 
We begin by making a slight simplification: We assume that the points in 
‘Ff(@[f] come from divisors rational over Fr, i.e., 
where the right hand side is defined in the obvious fashion. 
Let F(i) be the smallest field F,, with 
Vf(f)[I’] = FqF,,)[I’I. 
Let L = (J F(i). The action of G on x and on the divisors gives us 
immediately a representation, p: GAut,,(T,) z GL(Zg, Z,). Thus. by 
definition. we deduce an injection 
P: GaULIF,) c, Aut,,(T,). 
By the above assumption the image consists of elements =I(/); thus’ it is a 
topological l-group. On the other hand, Gal(L/F,) is topologically 
monogenic. Thus we obtain 
1.4. LEMMA. Gal(L/F,) z 5,. 
Now, Ff(F(i))[l’] is obviously a module over the group ring 
Z,[Gal(F(i)/F,.)]. Th us, T, becomes a module over the completed group ring 
Z,[ [Gal(L/F,)]] defined as 
&I H,[Gal(F(i)/F,)]. 
I 
Later we will show that ZI[ [Gal(L/F,)]] z/i = H,[[x]], with uI- H 1 fx. 
Thus, T, is a natural A-module. Note also that in defining T, we could have 
used the norm map on @?t(F(i))[l’] +Vt(F(i-- l))[Z’-‘1, as this is just 
muliplication by I since I is odd. 
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To fit the zeta function into this context, note that the action of ur on r, is 
the same as the action of 4. Thus, by the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem, 
P,(o; ’ ) annihilates T,. 
Let H(X) = PR(( 1 + x)-l). Then H(x) E A. and H(x) annihilates T,. In other 
words the zeta function gitles us an explicit annihilator in A of T,. 
If we dualize and consider ii, = Hom(T,, Z,), with the dual action then we 
find 
P,V( 1 + x) annihilates ?,. 
The key points are: (1) the finite generation as Z,-module of T,; (2) the 
fact that it is a A-module; and (3) the zeta function appearing as an explicit 
annihilator. 
Lastly, we give a simple formula for the order of Pt(F,,,). We note first 
that this is just the class number of X considered as a curve over IF,.,,; thus it 
can be expressed in terms of the zeta function of X over IFr,,. Denote this 
function by 
‘iCt) 
zi(t) = (1 - t)( 1 _ #it) 
Then Pi( 1) is the number in question. 
Let i be a primitive I’th root of 1. Set m = I’. Then 
Met) ny=, P,y(Ct) 
i.. , (1 - [jt)( 1 - [jrt) = (1 - t”)( 1 - r”P) 
= Zi(P’) 
pi(t”) 
= (1 -t”)(l -rT”tm) ’ 
Thus. upon putting t = 1, we have 
#F’((F,m) = f1 P,,(p). 
j=l 
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2. THE‘CYCLOTOMIC'CONSTRUCTION FOR NUMBER FIELDS 
AND FUNCTION FIELDS 
In this Section we describe the fields that are our main objects of study. 
The reader will note the remarkable similarities in the two constructions 
given. In particular, he will begin to appreciate how the rings Z and A have 
much the same arithmetic. 
2.1. Number Fields 
We begin with a rather rapid review of the very well-known cyclotomic 
construction. Let p,, = (X E C 1 xp” = 1 }. Then pp,, is a cyclic group of order 
p”, and any generator, [,., is called a primitive p”th root of unity. 
We set Q(p”) = Q(c,,,) = {smallest subfield of C containing Q and Cpn). As 
,up. is cyclic, it is immediate that Q(p”)/Q) is a Galois extension. Further, 
the action of o E Gal(Q(p”)/Q commutes with standard multiplication. Thus 
u(cpn) is also a primitive p”th root of unity. We therefore deduce an injection 
Gal(QW))lQ) =-+ Z(P”)*. 
We will eventually see that this is an isomorphism. 
Let T(p”) = Z[C,“] = ( smallest subring of & containing Z and t;,,,}. As cp,, 
is obviously an integral element, we see P(p”) c P(p”) = (full ring of 
algebraic integers in Q(p”)}. Note that [,, satisfies xp” - 1 with derivative 
pnP-‘. Thus ?cp” - 1 is separable at any prime I fp of Z. In consequence, 
‘(p”) is unramified over Z at 1. This, in turn, says that away from I, l”(p”) 
and ?(p”) have the same localizations. 
Now the set of primitive p”th roots of 1 are exactly the roots of 
(XP” - 1)/(X@ - 1). So, t;,” - 1 satisfies the equation 
(1 +x)0”- 1 
(1 +s)P”m’- 1 =p+ 
. . . + xcP”-P” 1). 
Let [, , & be two primitive p”th roots of 1. Then 
r2 = G7 O<a<p”, pi(a, 
c, = r;. O<b<p”, p;(b. 
Thus, 
1 -c* -= 1 + <, + .*. 
1 -i, 
+ cy-1 E “(p”), 
(“) 
and 
1 -cr -= 1 + r, + *.* 
1 -c* 
+ I;?-' E /"(p"). 
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In other words, (1 - [,)/( 1 - [,) is a unit. (Such units are called cyclotomic 
units and will be discussed in Section 7.) Thus, 1 - [, , and 1 - [, must have 
the same valuation at any Jinite prime of Q( p”). On the other hand, from (*) 
we see 
3 
P” 
,&i,, (l - LJ = *p. 
This says that Zg[&$,] contains an element rc with 
7flPY e =p” -pn-‘, 
a unit. Thus Z,[&,,]/Z, is totally ramified, and Rank, (L,[&,,,] } = 
pLpn-‘= #(S/(p”))*. By elementary ramification theory this implies that 
P( p”) and ?(p”) have the same localization at p also. and 
[Q(p”): Q] =p” -p”-‘. As P(p”) and ?(p”) have everywhere the same 
localizations elementary commutative algebra shows they are equal. 
2.1.1 THEOREM. We have Gal(Q(p”)/Q) 2 2/(p”)*, and f(p”) = 
LD[&,,!] is the fill ring of algebraic integers. 
The isomorphism of Theorem 2.1.1 is in line with class-field theory. As 
this is important to us, we digress for a moment to discuss it. Class-field 
theory is the description of the abelian extensions of a given number field (or 
function field). Let K,/K2 be a finite abelian extension of number fields (or 
function fields). Let /“i s Ki. i = l? 2, be the ring of integers. and let &J c fZ 
be a prime which is unramilied in K,. Let id # u E Gal(K,/K& and let $2, 
be a prime of /: above @, with a(@ ,) = $3,. It is trivial to see that u gives 
rise to an automorphism 5 of P,/,$9, over /“2/$o; both of which are finite 
fields. One can further show that a# id. Conversely, any such automorphism 
can be seen to arise from some u. But we have from finite field theory that 
there is an automorphism p of /: /@, over /T,/@ given by, 
P(x) = 2, j= #(/‘2/p). 
Thus, there exists an element aSa, E Gal(K, /KJ such that if a E F,, then 
u6.1,(a) = d(53 ,I- 
If $3,. ,~0~ both lie over @, then one can show that ufa, is conjugate to utJ,. 
As K, /Kz is abelian, we see ufJ, = ufaJL, and only depends on ,@. We denote 
ufJ, by 
(P3,K,IKz). 
and call it the Artin Symbol. The mapping ,$o F+ (@. K,/K,) is a 
homomorphism from the free group of ideals generated by the unramified 
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primes to Gal(K,/K,). Class-field theory tells us this map is surjective and it 
describes the kernel. Further, it tells us that the way the Artin Symbols sit in 
Gal(K, /K,) actually determined K, . For instance, let H be the maximal 
abelian extension of K, which is everywhere unramitied. Then by class-field 
theory, one can show H is a finite extension with Galois group 2 {the ideal 
class group of K,} via the Artin Symbols. The field H is called the Hilbert 
Class-Field of K, . 
Finally we return to cyclotomic fields. Let 1 be a prime #p. Then it is a 
simple exercise to use Theorem 2.1.1 to show the following result. 
2.1.2. PROPOSITION. (1, Q(p”)/Q) equals the automorphism given 64 
I+ (P”> E H/t ~‘7 * g Gal(QW)lQ). 
Note that complex conjugation in Gal(Q(p”)/Q) corresponds to 
-1 + (p”) E z/(p”)*. We denote the fixed field by Q(p”) +. So 
GaUQW)+lQ) = (U~“)*)l(fl)~ and Q(p”)’ is the maximally totalljl-real 
(totally-split at infinity) subfield of Q(p”). 
2.2. Function Fields 
We now turn to the construction for function fields. We begin by recalling 
the Carlitz-module (see [7], but note that we have altered our definition 
slightly.) Let F’ be the mapping of k to itself given by F’(x) = xri. It is clear 
that F is additive, F(.u + y) = F(x) + F(J)). Let k{F} = (CzO a,F’ 1 a, E k, all 
i, ai = 0, i $ O}. Then k{F} is a non-commutative ring under composition, 
and forms a ring of endomorphisms of E. 
Let C( 7) be the element TF” + FE k(F}. As F commutes with I;F”. 
[EA*=l;” we may extend C to an injective homomorphism of A into 
k(F). This injection is called the Carlitz-module. Via the Carlitz-module. i 
becomes an A-module in a new way: Let ME A and x E k. Then we set 
M * x = C(M)(x). 
Let M E A with M = @, n manic of degree k, [E FT. Then 
C(M) = MF” + + Ci F’, 
iY[ 
c, = i, Ci E A all i. 
We set A, = { y E kl C(M)(y) = 0). As C(M) is separable, we find 
#/i, = rk. On the other hand, A,,, is an A-module via C and if (f.p) = 1 then 
f acts as an automorphism. It is thus a simple counting exercise to see 
A, z A/(n); exactly as ppn z Z/(p”). 
We now present the ‘cyclotomic’ construction due to Carlitz and Hayes 
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[ 1, 121: Let @ G A be a prime and let (f) = p. Let CI(@ “) be any generator 
of A,” ; is called a primitive f “th root. We set 
k(aWfl)) = WJ,“). 
As a($~ “) is separable and the action of Gal(k/k) commutes with C(a), 
a E A, we conclude that I?(@ “)/k is Galois, and that Gal(k( @ “)/k) injects 
into A/@ ’ *. In fact, we have 
2.2.1. THEOREM. k(@ “)/k is Galois with group isomorphic to A/@ “*. 
The ring of A-integers in k(@ “), (i.e., those X which satisb manic 
pofynomials with A-coeflcients) is equal to A [a(@ “)] = “(p “). The only 
prime of A that ramifies is $I and the ram@ation is total. 
The proof goes exactly as before except that instead of (1 - [,)/( I - &), 
we use the units a,($~,“)/a,(p”), with ai primitive. (These units will 
also be studied in Section 7.) Otherwise the proof is exactly the same. 
2.2.2. LEMMA. Let f E A be prime. Then all the coeflcients of C(f) 
except the highest are divisible byJ 
Prooj Let A/@ (F} be defined in the obvious fashion. We can reduce 
C mod 69 to get c: A + A/k;, {F}. Clearly c(<f) is no longer separable. Thus. 
the same argument as above tells us that the roots of c(f) must be A-module 
isomorphic to trivial module. The lemma follows at once. 
From Lemma 2.2.2 we have 
2.2.3. PROPOSITION. Let g be a manic prime not equal to f: Then 
t(g), k(@“)lk) =g + (62”) 
under the isomorphism Gal(k( 53 “)/k) rr A/&I ‘*. 
Class field theory then gives us 
2.2.4. PROPOSITION. Let k(@“)+ be the fixed field of 
IF,! = A* & A/$I~*. Then the prime co of k splits totally in k(@ “)+ (i.e., 
there are precisely [k( &I “) + : k] primes above 00). Further, each of these 
infiniteprimes of k(p3”)+ ramifies totaffy in k(@“). (As [k(@“): k(@“)+] = 
r - 1, this ram@ation is tame.) 
The reader should note that this is exactly analogous to what happened in 
Section 2.1. Finally as P(@ “)/A ramifies totally, we see that the full field of 
constants of P(@“) is F,. Thus, the extension k(@“)/k is geometric. This 
fact will turn out to be quite useful! 
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3. COMPLEX AND p-ADIC ZETA-FUNCTIONS 
We introduce here the classical Dirichlet series associated with the 
cyclotomic theory. The reader will note that by combining the complex and 
p-adic theories we recapture most of the structure associated with the 
classical zeta-function of a curve. 
3.1. The Complex TheorJ7 
3.1.1. DEFINITION. Let s E G with Re{s) > 1. We set 
C(s) = T I1 -s. 
II=’ 
By the integral test, c(s) converges to an analytic function. Further, for such 
s 
gs)= r-1 (I -p-y. 
p prime 
It is very well known that c(s) can be continued to an analytic function on 
I/ I - (1). At 1 there is a pole of order 1 with residue 1. Further C(s) has the 
functional equation 
Thus, as far as analytic properties go, we see c(s) and &(s), as described 
in Section 1, are somewhat similar. One place where they differ is in the very 
rich special values theory associated to c(s). This we now describe. 
3.1.2. DEFINITION. (a) We define the Bernoulli polynomials B,(x) by 
the expansion 
te’.’ -= 
e’ - 1 
\^ - B,(x) t”/k!. 
kr0 
(b) We define the Bernoulli numbers B, as Bk(0). 
One can show that B, = 0, k > 1. k odd. and that B,(x) = 1, B,(x) = 
x - l/2, and B2(x) = x’ -x + l/6. It is also easy to see that Bk(x) satisfies 
the functional equation 
Bk(x) = (-1)” Bk( 1 -.Y), 
and the differential equation 
B;(x) = kB, _, (x). 
Finally one sees directly the following result. 
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3.1.3. PROPOSITION. The Bernoulli numbers sati& the recursion 
(1 + B)” - B” = 0, 
where we substitute Bj for B’. 
The Bernoulli numbers are not integral. Just how far they are not is 
measured by von Staudt’s Theorem: 
3.1.4. THEOREM. Let p be a prime and m and etlen integer. If 
(p - l)%m, then B, is p-integral (i.e., B, E SD). If (p - 1) 1 m, then 
PB, = I(P). 
The importance of the Bernoulli numbers for the study of c(s) comes from 
our next result. 
3.1.5. THEOREM. For m E N ‘, we have 
[(2m)= (-l)“-‘~Bz,. 
Proof: It is well known that 
Now just expand about the origin and compare Laurent coefficients. 
Thus we see Bzm # 0 m > 0. 
From the poles of T(s) we deduce [(-2k) = 0 k > 0. In fact, we deduce 
simple zeroes at -2k. Such zeroes are called tricial zeroes. Thus. we have by 
the functional equation. 
3.1.6. THEOREM. Let k E k,l’. Then [(-k) = (-B, + , )/(k + 1). Further 
iJO) = -l/2. 
Thus we see that the special-values theory of c(s) is intimately tied to the 
study of the Bernoulli numbers. 
More generally, one can proceed with the following partial zeta-functions: 
Let 0 < a <pm. Then we set for Re(s) > 1, 
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Hurwitz has shown that these functions have an analytic continuation with a 
simple pole of residue l/p” at 1. Further he found they satisfied a functional 
equation and, upon computing their values at the negative integers, he 
obtained 
3.1.7. THEOREM. Let k > 1. Then 
i(a,p”; 1 -k)=-(p’“)X+~,(a,p”). 
Note that these numbers are rational. 
The functions [(a, pm, S) satisfy the following algebraic distribution 
property: Let j > m. Then 
&a, pm; s) = x C(b, d; s). 
o<ll<p, 
b=olnm) 
Indeed, this is immediate from their Dirichlet series expansion. Thus, we 
deduce the corresponding distribution property for the numbers 
1 
-( p”)k- ’ -B&/p”). 
k 
The reader will find it a profitable exercise to deduce these properties 
directly. 
One can even go a bit further. Let x be a Dirichlet character of Z/(p’“). 
i.e., a homomorphism x: Z/(p”‘)* -+ C. We also denote by x the function 
from Z to C given by 
x(a) = \O 
if plu 
Ix@ + (P”)) if pja. 
Further we set 
L(/y;s)= \‘ 
o<zpn 
x(b) Wp”: s) 
It is immediate that L(x, s) has an analytic continuation, and a functional 
equation can be deduced from those of the partial zeta functions. Let x0 be 
the trivial character. Then if x #x0, the residue of L(x, S) at 1 is just 
1 
-( Pm 
y x(a) = 0. 
0 G (I e: p”’ 1 
Thus, if x # x0, L(,y, s) is entire. 
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From Proposition 3.1.8, we find Lk: 1 - k) E 0 for k > 1. We write 
Bk x Lk; 1 -k)=-T, 
and we call B,., a generalized Bernoulli number. If x # x0. we find as before, 
3.1.8. PROPOSITION. 
B,., = 0 ifk is odd andx(-1 + (p)) = 1 
=o lfk is even and,y(-1 + (p)) = -1. 
Otherwise, they are non-zero. 
Note that Bk,XI, = (1 -pk-‘) B,. 
3.2. The p-adic Theory 
We now describe the p-adic theory associated to C(s) due to 
Kubota-Leopoldt, Iwasawa, and Mazur. The point is that we can (more or 
less) consider the values c( 1 - k) as coming also from a continuous p-adic 
function. Such functions are called p-adic zeta functions and they are crucial 
to the cyclotomic theory. 
If such a continuous function existed, then the values [( 1 -k) would be 
forced by definition to satisfy many p-adic congruences. This is not quite 
true, and we will present the appropriate modifications. However, it is very 
instructive to give the following heuristic argument that may, perhaps, 
enhance the reader’s intuition. Suppose that the Dirichlet series for C(s) 
actually converged for all s. Then we can write 
c(-k) = q’ rth. - 
n-l 
And so 
(1 -pk)[(-k)= g 12~. 
n-1 
P 1 n 
Now for (n,p) = 1, the values n’ satisfy the following congruences: Let 
k, k, E B,J with k, -k, E ($(p - l)), then nkl - nkl E (p”‘). If we assume, 
and we might as well, that the series xE=, p,,n nk also converges p-adically to 
[(-k)( 1 -pk), then these values would also satisfy the above congruences. 
Thus they would also belong to a continuous p-adic function on 
!im.z”l((p- l)d’)EZ/(P- 1)X.Z”. 
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The above argument is of course nonsense; but the conclusion is 
remarkably close to the truth. Indeed, let c E N, c > 2, and (c, p) = 1. Define 
q-J(s)= (1 -c ‘-I)(1 -p-‘) l(s). 
Then Kubota-Leopoldt show 
3.2.1. THEOREM. Let k > 1, k E L. Then [**‘(l -k) is p-integral (i.e., 
EL,) and if k, = k + bp”( p - 1), b > 0, then 
1;,*,‘(1 -k,)+,‘(l -k)(p”+‘). 
Thus, by continuity, the values t;,*-‘(1 - k) do belong to a continuous p- 
adic function I;,**‘(1 -k) on Z/(p - I) x L,. Intuitively, the factor 
(1 -c I-‘) kills the pole at 1, which is the obstruction to the convergence of 
c ns, and so allows the above argument to work. The process of 
constructing c,(s) is called interpolation. 
Most approaches to c(s) involve expressing it as an integral against a 
measure. For $, **‘, this approach also is extremely useful and leads to the 
notion of a “p-adic measure”: Let X be a totally disconnected compact space 
k, e.g., Z, or Zz. A p-udic measure p on X is a finitely additive L,-valued 
function on the compact opens of X. If p is such an object and f(x) is a 
continuous L,-valued function on X, then we may form Riemann-sums. It is 
straight-forward (and amusing) to check that these actually comerge to an 
element naturally denoted .i,Vf(~~) dp(x). 
Now let X= G be also a topological abelian group. Then one has a 
sequence (Gj} of open subgroups descending to the identity. So we have 
continuous maps rci : G + G/G,. Let rc*,u be the associated measure on G/G,. 
i.e.. 
n*iu(V) =Pw’(v). 
Then as G/Gi is finite and discrete, we see z*,u E ?,[G/G,]. Consequently, ,u 
is an element of zP[ [G]] =def l& L,[G/G,I. These rings are called 1~asa~a 
algebras. 
Let G = L,. Note that 
Y’,[S/(p”)J 2 &[Z]/(Z”” - 1). 
Let Z = 1 + X, so 
zD[zl/(z~m - 1) = S,[X]/(( 1 + X)P” - 1). 
Thus we obtain a map LP[ [Xl] + $m, Z,[X]/((l + X)p’” - 1). This is easily 
seen to be surjective, and a simple induction shows (1 + X)O”’ ~ 1 E 
(p,x)“+‘. Thus the kernel is trivial, and we have 
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3.2.2. PROPOSITION (Serre). Zp[ [ Z,]] 2 Ep( [X] 1. 
We denote Z,[[X]] by A. 
Let p > 2. Note that if x E U, and s E Z,, then we can form x’ by 
continuity. It is trivial to see x5 has the usual properties. Now supposef(s) is 
a function that can be expressed as 
From the isomorphism Z p 2 (I,, x ++ (1 +p)“, we obtain a measure ,u’ on 
-Pp. By Proposition 3.2.2, p’ corresponds to an element h(x) E Zp[ [x] 1. If we 
trace through the definitions, we find 
f(s) = h(( 1 +p)” - 1). 
Thus,, we can express f(s) in a very strong form, and we see f(s) is even 
analytic in a p-adic sense. 
To apply this to p-adic zeta functions, it remains to find an appropriate 
measure. Luckily, the natural candidates have already been given; these are 
the values [(a,~~, 1 - h), and especially [(a, pm, 0) = -B,(a/p”‘) = 
l/2 - a/p”. These satisfy the finite additivity but are nor in Z,. 
However, as before, we can fix this through the use of the auxiliary 
constant c, (c,p) = 1: For x E R we set (x) to be the unique element with 
0 < (x) < 1 
and 
x s (x) mod L. 
Then, if (alp) = 1, we set 
~uT(a+(P”‘))=B,((a/P”?)-cB, (($2),. 
One checks trivially that the values now lie in Z,. and that ,u’; is a measure. 
We then have the pleasing 
3.2.2. THEOREM. Ler k E kd. Then 
t;,*.‘(l -k)=-~z..xk-‘dp;(x) 
P 
=-(1 -c”)(l -p~+$. 
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Note that we have integrated over Sz = ,up-, x U, . In order to obtain 
integrals over U,, we first introduce the TeichmCller character. This is the 
unique character w from S/(p)* -+ ,u,,-, c Zz, which has 
da + (p)) = a(p). 
We view w as a locally constant function from Pp -+ L, with w(pZ,) = 0. 
Note that c E Zp* then can be written 
c = w(c)+ jp, 
with (c), E CJ, . Further, any character of Z/(p)* is a power of CL). 
3.2.3. DEFINITION. Let s E Z, and let c > 0, (c-p) = 1. We set 
-1 
LA1 - ‘3 wi) = (1 _ ui(c)(c);) _ ri 
I’ (x):, U”(X)X - ’ d/l?(x). 
Thus, 
-1 
Lp(1 - ‘3 w’) = (1 _ ui(c)(c);) 
)’ (x):, d(x) u(x) - ‘(xi, ’ d,&(x) 
. zA 
= (1 - w’(&) . .-; 
I_ <xi;- 0 i ‘(x) d&(x). 
3.2.4. DEFINITION. Let ,u be a measure on Zp*. Then w,e set i to be 
W’)*P. 
Thus. 
LP(l-s,O’)= (I-&),) -‘; 
I‘ (x$’ w ’ -i(x) d/q(x); 
or finally 
It is clear that we can translate the whole measure onto U, and so write 
-1 
LJs - ‘3 wi)= (1 _ ui(c)(c);-s) -‘,, f x- ’ dp(x), 
for some measure p. By our previous discussion, we have 
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3.2.5. THEOREM. There existsf,i(x) E A SO that 
Upon evaluating the integrals we have 
3.2.6. THEOREM. For all k = O(p - l), n’e have 
- Bk,d Lp( 1 - k, oi) = k. 
As the elements k = O(p - I) are dense in Z,, 3.2.6 characterizes 
L,(s, oi). From 3.18 we conclude 
3.2.7. PROPOSITION. If i is odd, then L&s, oi) is identically zero. 
Otherwise it is non-trivial. 
Let 0 < i < p - 1. We may then choose c so that 1 - oi(c)(c); is non-zero 
at s = 0. Thus, L,(s, wi) is everywherefinite. Further, we can find m E L, so 
that (c), = (1 +p)“. The binomial theorem then implies there exists 
h(i, c; x) E n with -h(i, c; (1 +p)’ - 1) = 1 - w’(c)(c)‘-‘. Thus 
L,(s, wi) = f,i((l +P)‘- 1) 
h(i,c;(l t-p)‘- 1)’ 
As L,(s, wi) is everywhere finite, the power-series h(i, c. x) must dividef,,(x) 
and we have 
3.2.8. PROPOSITION. Let 0 < i < p - 1. Then there exists h,,(x) E A with 
L&s, wi) = h,i(( 1 +p)” - 1). 
When i = 0, the result is false as L,(s, x0) has a pole at s = 1. 
The key points are: (1) the existence of the continuous p-adic zeta- 
function; (2) their expression as a p-adic integral, against a p-adic measure; 
and (3) the fact that such a measure corresponds to an element of A. 
4. CLASSICAL IWASAWA THEORY 
We turn now to our main topic of interest in the theory of cyclotomic 
fields: Iwasawa Theory. This theory is a direct analog of the classical theory 
of function fields (Section 1) except that whereas Weil uses I-torsion, 1 #p, 
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Iwasawa uses p-torsion. A theory of function fields which does use p-torsion 
is given in Section 4. 
Iwasawa Theory is a natural outgrowth of Kummer’s theory of cyclotomic 
fields. Kummer, in this study of Fermat’s last theorem, discovered a very 
useful criterion for the vanishing of the p-primary part of the class group of 
Q(p). The vanishing of this group can be seen to imply also the vanishing of 
the p-primary parts of the class groups of Q(p”), n > 1. The detailed study 
of these groups when they do not vanish is Iwasawa Theory. We now fix p to 
be an odd prime. 
4.1. Kummer’s Criterion 
We denote by ‘Ff(p”) the class-group of Q(p”), and by qf(p”)+ the class- 
group of Q(p”) +. If L is any number field, then we set Ff(L) to be its class- 
group. We set Ff(L)‘p’ to be the p-primary part of gf(L). 
4.1.1. LEMMA. Let L/K be number fields with L/K totally raml$ed at 
some (possibly infinite) prime of K. Assume L/K abelian. Then the norm 
map N: %?f(L) + Ff(K) is surjective. 
Proof: We present a proof involving class-field theory. Let H be the 
Hilbert Class-Field of K as discussed in Section 2. Let H . L be the 
composition of the H and L. Then H . L is also abelian unramified over L. 
Let C be an ideal of L. Then general principles tell us 
(C, LH/L) restricted to H/H r‘l L = (Ni. C, H/K). 
But H n L = K as L/K is totally ramified at some prime. Thus Gal(HL/L) 
is isomorphic to Gal(H/K) g @f(K). So the norm map must be surjective on 
ideal classes. 
4.1.2. COROLLARY. The class-number h& of Q(p”) ’ divides the class- 
number h,, of Q(p”). 
ProoJ The extension Q( p”)/Q( p”) + is totally ramified at infinite primes, 
(and also at p). Thus the norm map is surjective. 
4.1.3. DEFINITION. We set hi” to be h,,!/hJ”. 
Now let K be a number field, and let l”R be its ring of integers. Further, let 
N be the norm map on ideals from K to Q; so if @ is prime then 
N( @ ) = #(F;(/@ ). The function 
I;&) = rT (1 -NW”)-’ 
b3EP!i 
f-J prime 
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is called the Dedekind Zeta-function of K. Thus, i,(s) = c(s), Riemann’s zeta 
function. As with c(s). c,(s) has an analytic continuation and functional 
equation. It also has a pole of order 1 at 1. The residue is well-known and 
we refer the reader to [ 161 for the computation. Its importance lies in that it 
gives an expression for the class-number of K. 
Suppose now that K = Q(p) or Q(p)+. Then as K/Q is abelian and we 
know the Frobenius elements, we may express i,(s) as a product of the L- 
series of Section 3. Putting all this together, we have the class-number 
formulae 
41.4. THEOREM. 
(1) h, =2p “I’; -$B,,,,. 
i=l 
i odd 
(2) j,i=& ‘fi’ ( \‘ w’(b) log 1 1 - c; 
P i:l be(L’,F,l *I 
ieten 
where Rl is the regulator of Q(p) + and is defined below. 
Let (s, ,.... s,}. r= (p” --$-I)/2 - 1, be a basis a Z-module for 
(r(p)+)*/(roots of unity}, as provided by Dirichlet’s unit theorem. Let 
G =Gal(Q(p)+/Q)> Z/(p)*/fl. Then R,f is the absolute value of the 
determinant of 
From our expressions of B,,,,, as p-adic integrals. one can readily deduce 
4.1.5. LEMMA. 
(1) 
(2) Let 
2<k<p-2. 
Then 
B,.+, = k B,(modp). 
Plugging 4.1.5 into 4.1.4. 1. gives us the famous Kummer-Crirerion: 
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4.1.6. THEOREM. pC h; if and only if p does not divide the numerator of 
B,, k = 2,4 ,..., p - 3. 
Those p for which p ] h; are called irregular, and one can show there are 
infinitely many such primes: see Section 6 for the function field version. 
Gal(Q(p)/Q) z k/(p)* acts on F7t(~)(~) and over Z, we can decompose 
qf(p)‘P’ into isotypic components F~(p)‘p’(oi) = {x E F’t( P)‘~’ 1 o(x) = 
d(u)(x)}. The space @y::,iodd Ff(p)‘P’(wi) is called the minus-space and 
Oieven Ff(~)‘~‘(o’) is called the plus-space. Their orders are given by 
Theorem 4.1.4( 1) and (2). respectively. We will concentrate on the minus- 
space. 
4.2. The Theoqr of the Tower 
We now pass to the limit under the norm and form an analogue of T,. 
Note that tJi Q(p’) is Galois with Galois group isomorphic to 
&, Z/(p’)* = Zp* z S/(p)* X U,. Note further that 4.1. I the norm map 
from Q(p”) to Q(p”- ‘) is surjective on ideal classes. 
4.2.1. DEFINITION. We set C = @ Fl( P’)‘~‘. 
Thus, C is a natural Z,[ (S,*]]-module, If we view the characters oi as 
being characters of Zz, by factoring through Z/(J), then an isotopic 
component C(w’) becomes a Zp[ [ U,]]-module. However L, z U, by 
x ++ (1 + p)“. Thus C(w’) is a natural A, = Zp[ [X] ]-module. 
A is a compact local ring and C is a compact module. In this situation a 
variant of Nakayama’s lemma is valid, and we have 
4.2.2. LEMMA. C(w’) # 0 if and only if 5?t( p)‘p’(wi j + 0. 
The deeper structure of C as A-module is revealed by the following analog 
of the theory of c,(s) given at the end of Section 1. 
4.2.3. THEOREM. Let ,u; E Z,[ [I!,“]] be defined as in Section 3. Then, $ 
annihilates C. 
Let c E CJ with (c, p) = 1 and c > 2. Let 
iYC(p”) = 2: (c(a/p”)) - (ac/p”))a;’ E Z[Z/(p”)*]; 
aezi(pm)* 
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where u. is the automorphism associated to a + (p”). We have that the 
restriction of 2; to Z/(p”)* is given by the group ring element 
Thus the action of @(pm) and p’(p”) on Ff(pm)lD” differ essentially only by 
(c - 1)/2 . N, with N the norm element. As the norm is an obvious 
annihilator, we see Theorem 4.2.3 follows immediately from 
4.2.4 Theorem (Stickelberger’s Theorem). &(p”) annihilates Ff(p”). 
Proof: The proof of Theorem 4.2.4 is elementary and may be swiftly 
sketched. Let F be a finite field, ad let 1 be a C-valued character of the 
additive group of F. Further, let x be a character of iF*. We set 
and call it a Gauss Sum. The main part of Theorem 4.2.4 consists in the 
determination of the ideal factorization of Sk, A) at the primes above 
char(F). Once this is done we can then see direct/v (by producing the prin- 
cipal ideal) that B’(p”)(Z) is principal for every ideal. 
Let 0 < i <p - 1, i even. Then C(w’-‘) is a n-module and we have 
4.25. COROLLARY. fwi annihilates C(w’ -j). 
On Ff(p)(w ‘-‘)fwi acts by its constant term -Blswi ,(l -aim’(c) c). If 
i = 0, we can lind c with p 1 (1 -w-‘(c) c) but p’,j(l -w-‘(c) c). On the 
other hand, if if 0 we can find c with pl;(l - oi-‘(c) c). Thus by 
Lemma 4.1.5, we have 
4.2.6. COROLLARY (Herbrand’s Criterion). (1) C(w) = 0. 
(2) u-C(w ‘-‘)#O thenplB,. 
Thus Corollary 4.2.6 is a refinement of Theorem 4.1.6!! 
What about the analogue of the finite generation of r,? By Nakayama, 
one can readily see that C is a finitely generated /i-module, which may still 
be quite huge. However, the reader wil recall that at the end of Section 1, we 
presented a simple means of determining the class numbers of the turtles 
xc3 F,,. By using the analog of this with the p-adic functions and class 
number formulas such as Theorem 4.1.4, Iwasawa was able to give a 
criterion for C to be a finitely generated Z,-module. This criterion was then 
established by Ferrer0 and Washington [4], and we have 
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4.2.7. THEOREM (Ferrero-Washington). C is a finitely generated Z,,- 
module. 
We denote the rank of C(J) by 1,. 
Summarizing, we see that the n-module C satisfies exactly what one 
would hope for as an analogue of r,! 
It remains to discuss the converse theorems to Corollaries 4.2.6 and 4.2.5. 
We begin with a result known as the Spiegelungssatz: For any Z-module M 
we denote by rank,M the dimension of M/pM over Z/(p). Then we have 
4.2.8. THEOREM. Let i be even and j odd with i + j = 1 (p - 1). Then 
rank, FC(p)@‘(w’) < rank, Ff(~)‘~‘(o’) < 1 + rank, ‘Ft(p)@‘(w’). 
Note that over Q(p”) we have two descriptions of p-abelian extensions: 
one by Class-Field Theory and one by Kummer Theory. When you mix the 
two (in an extremely clever fashion) you get Theorem 4.2.8: see 113, 
Proposition 191. 
As a corollary we obtain the result, due to Kummer, that pkh; apthi . 
Now the reader may well have wondered about the plus-part. Up to now 
we have had no hard information about it and indeed one conjectures 
4.2.9. (VANDIVER) CONJECTURE. pkh,f . 
This is known for a great many primes and we will now show how it 
implies the converse to Herbrand’s criterion. 
By Theorem 4.2.8. as the plus part is trivial, we find that if i is odd 
rank, p’i( p)(o’) < 1. 
Thus by Nakayama, C(w’) is a cyclic n-module. So, C is a cyclic Zp[ [,:I]- 
module. On the other hand we know that ,LC is an explicit annihilator of C. 
But at each level Q(p”) one can show. by the class number formulas, that 
the minus-part of L,[Z/(p”)*] divided by the image of (,L?‘;) has order the 
power of p dividing him. Thus, under Vanditjer ,Z; generates the annihilator 
ideal of C. If we now decompose the above module into eigeaspaces and 
compare. the converse drops out!! 
As the conjecture remains unproven, Ribet [ 18 ] looked elsewhere for the 
converse to Herbrand and established it via the theory of modular forms. 
4.2.10. THEOREM (Ribet). Let 2 ,< i <p - 3, with i even. If p 1 B;. therl 
C(w 1-j) # 0. 
Another consequence of Vandiver’s conjecture is the following: From the 
Weierstrass Preparation Theorem and Ferrer0 and Washington, it follows 
that we may write 
h,,(x) = P,,(x) U,,(x), 
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with U,,(X) En a unit, and P,,(x) a manic polynomial with all lower 
coefftcients=O( p). Then under Vandirer. we have 
42.11. THEOREM. The minimal polynomial of (1 +p) E U, otz 
C(OJ’- ‘) @ Q, equals P,?,;. 
Mazur and Wiles [ 171 have shown the following analog of 1.2 ,r,ithout 
4.2.9. It is the “Main Conjecture” of Iwasawa Theory! 
4.2.12. THEOREM (Mazur, Wiles). The characteristic polynomial of 
(l+p)EU,olfC(~‘-i)~,QepequalsP,,,. 
Note that Theorem 4.2.11 implies Theorem 4.2.12 by cyclicity. Paul 
Monsky has explained to me how Theorems 4.2.12 and 4.2.7 imply that the 
minus part of C is a free finitely generated F,-module. Again this is just like 
the corresponding result for T, ! 
Thus the analogs between cyclotomic fields and constant field extensions 
of function fields go quite deep. In the next Sections we wil describe a theory 
of function fields that captures those aspects of the cyclotomic theory not 
captured by Weil’s theory. 
5. TWO-VARIABLE ZETA FUNCTIONS 
We now describe a new theory of Zeta-functions for function fields [g-10, 
191. We will see that this theory bears far more resemblance to the theory of 
Section 3 than to the theory of Section 1. Indeed. the functions defined here 
will possess both a rich special values theory and a transcendental theory 
similar to that of the functions of Section 3. 
5.1. The Theory, at Injitzit~- 
We fix a uniformizer x at co on IF” of the form 7~ = l/T + Xi’-2 ci T mi. 
ICi t c lFr. If n E A is manic then we put (tz), = d”“‘tz. It is clear that 
(tz,jx E 1(1/T) and that (n . rn);* = (n),(tnJ~,,. By continuity, we can define 
(tt :I-;- for .Y E ID. 
5.1.1. DEFINITION. We set S, = K* x Tp. 
S, is a topological group whose group operation will be denoted by “f”. 
Let s=(s,.s,)~S, and tzEA. Then we put 
n’ = Sy(n>~. 
Thus, S, will be our NC. Note that for i E r. tzi = tz” with s = (x-‘. i). We 
denote (K’, i) by “i”. 
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5.1.2. DEFINITION. Let s E S,, . Then we set 
C,.(s) = - KS. 
llE.4 
Let i E N+ and s, = xjr i cjrci, cmi # 0. Then it is clear that for any 
s, E k,, &,(s,,, s,) converges to an element of K. Further for such so, 
L(s)= n (1 -f-‘)-I. 
fmonic prime 
Our first goal is to give Coo(s) a sort of analytic continuation. We begin by 
rewriting Coo(s) as 
* 
\’ s;j 
,G ( 
x (n),Q . 
ne.4 ) 
D(n) =i 
5.1.3. LEMMA. Let K be a field over F, with additive valuation v. 
Suppose W G K is a finite dimensional F,-vector space. 
(1) Let xE K. Then, C,,w (x + ~7)~ = 0 for 0 < i < (r - 1) dim W. 
(2) Assume v(w) > 0 for all w E W. Let Wj = (w E W 1 v(w) >j}. 
Then v(xKEN’ (1 + w)‘) > (r - 1) J/ dim,, Wj for all i E Z,. 
Proof: The first statement follows from the multinomial theorem. For the 
second statement, we first expand by the binomial theorem so as to reduce to 
checking on the sums x rd. j E N. Next pick (e, ,..., e,} a basis of W so that 
k , ,..., edim H.,} is a basis for Wj all j. By expanding out and using (l), (2) 
follows by induction. 
Let j E N +. It is easy to see that the set { (n)~},rE.4.nCn,=i is a principal 
homogeneous space under a vector space of dimension j. Thus. if we let ~1 be 
the additive valuation at co. then Lemma 5.1.3 implies 
C,(s,, s,) = x c(e, s,) sOe, 
e=o 
where c(e, s,) is divisible by 7cX, x = (e(e - 1))/2. Thus it is trivial to see 
Qs,, s,) has an infinite radius of convergence for any fixed s, . So we have 
5.1.4. THEOREM. [oo(so, s,) can be interpolated on all of S, to a 
continuous K-valued function, with [(so, s,), for any s, , a power series in s; ’ 
with an infinite radius of convergence. 
We call such functions two-variable. It is standard in the theory of the 
Riemann zeta-function that 
rs’*(s - 1) I-@/2 + 1) C(s) 
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may be factored in a product “like an infinite polynomial”. By standard non- 
archimedean analysis this is also true in s;’ for [,(s,. s,) with fixed 
s, E z,. 
Note that there are no poles. The reason for this is quite amusing. In 
2 [[s;‘]] we have 
f;[ (1 -P-Y= 1 =(I -S;‘)Zn,(S;‘). 1 - rs,’ 
f‘prime 
Reducing modp, we see 
[&,o)=y (1 -s;D)-’ = 1. 
I 
Thus the pole vanishes! However we still think of [<(so, 0) as being the 
(mod p) residue of (1 - s; ‘) Z,,(s; ‘). 
5.2. Special Values 
c,(s) has, like c(s), two theories of special values. However, unlike c(s) 
there is not as yet a functional equation linking the two, though it seems 
reasonable that one exists (see below). 
We begin with the positive integers, and digress for a moment to discuss 
“factorials” in A. 
5.2.1. DEFINITION. 
(a) Weput [O]=l,andfori~EJ’. [i]=F’-T. 
(b) WeputD,=l,andforiE~f,Di=[i~[i-l]’~~~~l]” ‘. 
(c) Let iE EJ with i= X:=0 c,F, 0 < c, < r. Then we put 
Classically one has n! = npprimepee, eP = x:,,O [n/p’]. (where [ ] means 
greatest integer). Sinnott has shown 
Thus ri is a quite reasonable factorial! 
Now recall from [7] the analytic theory of C: Associated to C we have the 
function 
e(Z) = z + 2: zr’/Di 
i=l 
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with 
e(Tz) = C(T)(e(z)). 
Thus for any ME A, e(Mz) = C(M)(e(z)). Further e(z) converges to an 
element of K for all z and is additive. Thus its kernel. L. is an A-module. We 
have 
L=A.Ti: 
where 1 is defined as a . /I with (;I being an>’ (I’ - 1 )-st root of -1 1 1 and 
It is known that 1 is transcendental over k. Finally. we have 
e(z)=z 1 [ (l-z/u). 
n El. 
n TO 
As e’(z) is identically I, (characteristic-p) we have 
1 
-= \‘ (Z+a)-‘. 
e(z) n E I. 
Upon expanding out by the geometric series we see 
z/e(z) = 1 + 
On the other hand, z/e(z) clearly has Taylor coefficients in IF,.(T). Thus we 
have 
5.2.2. THEOREM. Let i E RJ + wirh i = O(r - 1). Then 
i,(i)(n)-‘E F,(T). 
The reader should have no difficulty seeing the analogy to 3.1.1. Clearly 
&(i)#O for i>O. 
5.2.3. DEFINITION. We define the ith Bernoulli-Carlitz numbers by 
Bi= 0 if (P- l){i 
= riQi)/(X) mi if (Y - I) 1 i. 
Carlitz has shown the following von Staudt-type result. Recall r =p”. and 
assume r > 2. 
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5.2.4. THEOREM. Let i = ~~=0 pi pi, be written in its p-adic expansion. 
lt’e hare t\llo conditions on i: 
(1) 
( )i 
\‘pi (n(p- l))=hEI”. 
(2) (rh - 1) ( i. 
If i satisfies these conditions. then the denominator of Bj is &prime.,,IF, ,,J 
[f not then B,E Fr[ T]. 
There are appropriate modifications when r = 2. Note that the conditions 
of Theorem 5.2.4 are invariant not under p-adic congruences. but under 
multiplication by p! 
In 19 I. we show how Pi interpolates at all primes of k to continuous two- 
variable r-functions. This construction is quite similar to that of the p-adic 
r-function classically. These r-functions should. no doubt. be intimately 
related to Cl and its interpolation at finite primes (again. see below). 
Next we examine the theory at the negative integers. 
5.2.5. PROPOSITION. Let iE kJ. Then [,(s,. -i) is a polynomial is s,‘. 
Proof. Tracing through, we find the result will follow if we show the 
following: Given t E C\J, then there exists j E Pl with xnEd.IJ,,,,z ‘, n’ = 0 for 
all e >j. On the other hand, this results immediately from 5.1.3( 1) with t =j. 
Thus % 
i,, (-i) = \’ 
,To (,,(Z- ; ni 1. 
with the inside sum canishing for j % 0. More generally. we set 
Then c(s, -i) = <, (xxi. -i), and is a polJwornia1 in .Y ’ with coefficients in 
A. If we express every element n as Th + E and expand out. we obtain. 
5.2.6. LEMMA. r(.u, -i) = 1 - xi;:,, ,rm ,,,, immb, ( L ) Thx ‘C(.Y. -b). 
Thus. upon putting x = I and using induction. we have 
5.2.7. PROPOSITION. Let i = O(r - I ). Then [, (-i) = 0. 
Let C(X- -i) = (d/d-v) C(.Y. -i). Then we find 
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If we let i = O(r - I), and put x = 1, by 5.2.7 we have 
5.2.8. DEFINITION. Weset/3(O)=O,j?(l)=l,andfori> 1, 
i-l 
p(i) = 1 - \‘ 
CO 
(r-lIlti-b) 
Thus if iE N+, 
P(i) = LA-i) for (r- I)ci 
= c( 1, -i) for (r - 1) 1 i. 
It is clear that for all i > 0, &i)(O) = 1. Thus p(i) # Ofor i # 0. So we see 
5.2.9. THEOREM. c,(s,, -i) has a simple zero at -i when (r - 1) 1 i. It is 
non-zero for all other i E N +. 
Thus [, and Ricmann’s zeta function have exactly the same trivial zeroes 
theory. The reader will also note the similarity of 52.8 and 3.1.3. As an 
example, let r= 3. Then /3(5)= 2T’ + T+ 1 and p(S)= 2Th + 2T’ + 
2T* + 1. Finally, note that p(pi) =/l(i)“. 
5.2.10. DEFINITION. (1) Let je N+ be written as ,Y;=Ocip’, 
O<ci<p. We set /(j)=Cci. 
(2) Let j be written as C ~‘1, e, < e, < ... where no e, occurs more 
than (p - 1) times. and suppose I(j) > p - 1. Then we set 
0-I 
p(j)= i- X1 pef. 
,r, 
We set p’(j) = p@(j)), etc. 
Let now r =p. Then the following results, due to E. Thomas, [ 191, are 
proved via the formula of 5.2.8. 
5.2.11. THEOREM. (1) Let iE N’ with I(i)<p- 1. ThenP(i)= 1. 
(2) Let I(i) > (p - 1) and write I(i) = c(p - I) + d, with 0 < c and 
1 < d < p - 1. Then D@(i)) = Cz=, p’(i). 
5.2.12. COROLLARY. Let i E N + with l(i) > p - 1. Then 0(/3(i)) > 0. 
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Note that, by Theorem 5.2.4, condition 5.2.1 l( 1) is exactly the same as 
the condition for the denominator of Bi to be TP - T. 
It is quite easy to compute the degree of ri and to see that it grows 
monotonically. It seems to be easy to show that D(ri) > 0(/3(i)). But, by 
Thomas’ formula there are certain sequences of numbers with gamma and 
beta having the same degree. In fact, let l<c<p-1 and 
i(c.j) = cp’ + (p’ - 1). Then one sees easily that D(ri) = DCp(i)). Let 
p(i) = g(i) with [E EF and ,8(i) manic. We then obtain a remarkable 
correlation between rj and /3(i), as the following tables will attest. 
We begin with r = p = 2; so c = 1 and i(c.j) = 2” ’ - 1. We have the 
following: 
i a = 0(/3(i)) b = D(Ti -j?(i)) a - b 
1 0 0 0 
3 2 0 2 
7 10 6 2’ 
15 34 26 2’ 
31 98 82 21 
63 258 226 25 
When r = 3 then c = 1 or 2. Let c = 1. Then we have 
1 a = D@(i)) b = D(Ti -p(i)) a -b 
1 0 0 0 
5 3 0 3 
17 24 15 3: 
53 123 96 3J 
161 528 447 3J 
485 2067 1824 3’ 
But when c = 2 we obtain 
i a = 0(/l(i)) b = D(Ti -p(i)) c1 - b 
2 0 0 0 
8 6 0 2.3 
26 42 24 2. 32 
80 204 150 2 - 3’ 
Any explanation for these wondrous facts would be appreciated! 
Finally one can define two-variable L-series L,&, s), for K-valued 
characters, and partial zeta functions &,(M,f’; s) for D(M) < i . D(f) and f 
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prime. The definitions are obvious and at the negative integers these 
functions have exactly the same theory as above. We note that 
<, (M,f’. (so, 0)) = s,,““” + s,y’ if M is manic 
-nv, = s, if M is non-manic. 
Next, we turn to the finite prime (or “tl-adic”) theory. Recall that 13 is the 
place associated to a finite prime $9 = (f) of A. 
5.2.13. DEFINITION. (a) We set <,,(x. -i) = (1 -f“s mnc’i) i(.y, -j). We 
set iJ.u, -i) = d/(h) [,.(s, 4). 
(b) We set i,.(-i) = <,.( 1. -i) and c;.(-i) = [;.( 1, -i). 
Note that if i = O(r - 1). then 
Thus we have 
i:.( -i) = ( 1 -fi) p(i). 
5.2.14. DEFINITION. We set 
P,.(i) = U-0 for if O(r - 1) 
= L$(-i) for i-O(r- I). 
As the sums given for /3,.(i) are finite. the heuristic argument given in 
Section 3 actually works and we have 
5.2.15. THEOREM. Let S,. = & Z/((rDtfl - 1) r’) = C/(r”(” - I) X .Tp. 
Then there e-x&s a continuous functibn g: S,. --*A,, lcith 
g(i) = P,.(i)+ for iEN. 
/I,, will play the role of the p-adic zeta function in the polynomial theory. 
However, unlike the classical situation, we have an even stronger result: 
5.2.16. THEOREM. Let X,. = k,T x S,.. Then [,.(x, -i). i E IPl. interpolates 
to a continuous k,.-calued function on X,.. For any y E S,.. &.(x. ~9) is a 
power-series in x ’ with an infinite radius of convergence. 
The proof of Theorem 5.2.16 is like that of Theorem 5.1.4. Note that as it 
shows a strong relationship between the zeroes of i,,., for an>’ place IV, as 
they all interpolate (essentially) the same polynomials. 
Finally it remains to discuss c-adic measures, with A,.-valued coefftcients. 
The general theory of such measures is the same as for p-adic measures. The 
sole difference is the following: Let U, c A,?: be the units = l(f ). Then U, is 
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topologically an infinite product of LP’s. Thus, -I,[ [I/, I] is huge, though one 
sees it is still a local ring. (Of course, zl-adic measures are elements of 
A,.IlO’,ll.) 
To actually define r-adic measures, we use the partial zeta-functions. Let 
(h1.f) = 1 with D(M) < D(f’). 
5.2.17. DEFINITION. (a) We set 
sp,(hf + (j-9) = i(M.f’, 0) = 2 + (p) if M is manic 
= 1 +(p) if M is non-manic. 
(b) We set 
,u~(~l+Cf’))=~i(~~,S’.O)= -(D(M)+D(f’))+(p) 
0 if M is manic 
= -m.f’) + (p, if ill is non-manic. 
Both ,u, , and ,uuz obviously define Ll-adic measures on A,?:. In fact their 
values lie in F, G .-IL,. A computation gives 
5.2.18. THEOREM. (a) Let i E 1.i + nsith i f O(r - 1). Therl 
D,.(i) = (_ xi tip,(x). 
. -I; 
(b) Let i- O(r- I). Then 
p,.(i) = 1. xi &Js). 
4; 
Finally. if ,U is a L?-adic measure on A,“. then we put ,U = (x ’ ):,: ,u. 
6. THE THEORY FOR FUNCTION FIELDS 
In this chapter we present the Iwasawa theory for function fields that goes 
with the construction of Section 2. The reader will note that the present 
theory captures many of the ideas of Iwasawa theory not captured by the 
classical theory of function fields given in Section 1. On the other hand, as 
will be seen, the present theory builds on those ideas as well as the ideas of 
the last Section. 
6.1. The Basic Set-up 
We set wf(,$o”), Pt(@“)+ to be the class groups of k(@“), k(@“)+, 
respectively. We set Wt( fJ n)(p’, Pt’/( @ “)?I to be their p-prtmary parts. We 
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use a superscripted “-” to denote the same objects associated to the 
Dedekind domains P(@‘), P(@,“)‘. We use the symbol “h” to denote the 
order of these groups. The groups g’r(k;, “) and FT) are not the same and 
our first goal will be to explain how they differ. 
Let S($I “) (resp. S( $I “) ’ ) be the group of divisors of degree 0 supported 
at the primes at co on the curves associated to k(@ “), k(@ “) +. We know 
from Section 2 that S( $I “) and S( 63 ‘)+ contain divisors rational over IF,.. If 
P E fTB”)*1 (VW”)+)*) is a unit, then (a) E S( $J “). (S(@ “) + ). Thus, to 
get a measure of the behavior of the units at co, we follow [ 111 and make 
the following definition. 
6.1.1. DEFINITION. (a) We set ~($3”) (resp. r(p”)‘) to be the finite 
group S(pV{(u) I u E p(@“)*} (rw., QQ”)+llh) I u E (~(@,“)+)*I). 
(b) We set R,., Rim to be the orders of these groups. We call R pn, 
R& the regulators of k( $I “), k(@ “) +. 
Let P be the mapping of Ff(@ “) to Vm) given by 
\’ a,P,L 1 a,P,. 
SkPj 
We use P+ to denote the same mappings for VC(@ “) +_etc. Then the 
following result is immediate. It measures how far Ff and Ff differ. 
6.1.2. LEMMA. We hatle exact sequences 
6.1.3. COROLLARY. 
(a) 
(b) 
6.1.4. PROPOSITION. Under the natural injection, (p(@ “) + )* = /“($I “)*. 
ProoJ Let P E c”(fJ “)*, and let u E Gal(k(@ “)/k(@ “) + ) = 
{Decomposition group of any infinite prime}. Then, by checking the primes 
at co, it is easy to see a(u)/u is a global unit, i.e., a(u)/u E F,*. Thus 
fJ@-‘) = p-L, or a’-’ E /“(kg”). In consequence, F(p”)+ [u] is an 
unramified extension. But F(@“)/F(kr, “)’ is totally ramified at @. Thus 
K E /“(g-J,“). 
6.1.5. COROLLARY. (r(g”“)+)@’ 2 r(@“)‘p’. 
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As with cyclotomic fields, our interests lie with the p-primary components 
of the above groups. 
Let [ be a primitive (P ‘@’ - l)-st root of 1 and let B = Z,[[]. Then B is 
an unramified B-algebra in which the ideal (pZ,) remains prime. Further, 
and any character of A/g takes its values in B. Thus, we can decompose 
B Or, F’(( $I “)‘p’, etc., under characters to get isotypic components. 
Recall that IF: E (A/@)*. A character x of A/z is called et’en iff 
x(F:) = 1; otherwise it is called odd. We can form the plus and minus spaces 
as before with the plus space coming from k(p)‘. Theorem 6.1.5 and 
Lemma 6.1.2 imply 
6.1.6. THEOREM. The minus part of ~@~)‘p’ 2 minus part of 
$e[( fJ “)(P’. 
In other words, these parts are supported on the rings of integers: quite 
‘cyclotomic’! 
Finally. we may use Hilbert class-fields totally split at an infinite prime 
(so as to have Galois group 2 ‘P((k;) “), etc.) and an argument similar to 
4.1.1 to conclude that the norm maps are surjectice from 
‘Y”c(fa”) -‘fli(@“)+ (and %(($I”)+ V1(@“-I)). Thus, we find 
and we set 
6.2. The Kummer Criterion 
Let X be the curve associated to k(@“). Recall that we discussed in 
Section 1, the classical zeta-function 
PAf) 
z,Jr) = (1 - rt)( 1 - t) . 
We pointed out that P,.J 1) = h,,. 
Now k(y;)“) is abelian, Galois over k and so we may, as before, 
decompose Z,(t) under characters of A/@ *. Thus, we obtain the following 
version of Theorem 4.1.4 (see [S]). 
6.2.1. THEOREM. Let ,y be a character of A/G and let 
Sdx) = CD,,,, =k x(n). Then 
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(2) 
We let w be the B-valued character of A/g defined with 
w(a + (,$a)) + (p) = a + 63. 
under the isomorphism B/p/l 2 A/@, We call w the Teichmuller character. 
All characters are just powers of tc). By reducing mod(p), it is thus easy to 
see 
6.2.2. THEOREM. 
(1) 
(2) 
rmp,-2 
hi + (P) = 1 [ P(i)@ ). 
i:l 
(r-llyi 
Theorem 6.2.2 is the Kummer criterion. It tells exactly when htj is 
divisible by p! 
A prime $3 with p 1 h,P is called irregular. Let r =p > 2. We now show 
how Theorem 6.2.2 implies the infinitude of the number of irregular primes. 
Our proof may be easily modified for the number field case, but the reader 
will note that it fails (why?) for h;. 
Let d > 0. We shall show that there is an irregular prime of degree greater 
than d. Let n = 1 + p(p’! - 1). Clearly, n = I( pl’ - 1) for all e < d. Thus, if 
@I is a prime of degree e, then by 5.2.11 and the congruences on p(i), we 
have 
<,(-n)=/qn)s~(l)s l(p). 
On the other hand, by Theorem 5.2.11, we know D@(n)) > 0. Let $I, be a 
primeofdegreeh>d,with~~,~~(n).Letn=cfq(ph-I).O~c<p”-1. 
Then /I(n) E p(c) E O(,@ ,). But @ - 1)ljc. Thus $J, is irregular as c is in the 
right range. 
6.3. The Theory of the Tower 
We now follow exactly the program of 4.2 and pass to the limit under the 
norm map. 
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6.3.1. DEFINITION. We set c = lim, VL( $2 ;p’ and c, = 
limv’c( ,p “)+ )‘P’. 
We can decompose C as before to obtain C(w’): it is a /1 = Z,[ ] U, ] ]- 
module. The structure of C(w’) as a n-module is thus of great interest. We 
begin by describing the following analogue of 4.2.3 due to John Tate. As 
Tate’s result is new, we discuss it in some detail. 
Let X. Y be two nonsingular projective, geometrically irreducible curves 
over F,. with X4” Y as algebraic map. Suppose that g is Galois, abelian. in 
the sense that this is true of the corresponding function fields. Let S be a 
non-empty finite collection of primes including all those that are ramified. 
Let D, be the divisors nof containing primes in S. and let f denote the map 
taking f7 E D, to its Artin symbol. Let G be the Galois group. 
Let u E G. We set, as formal series, the following sum over non-negufire 
divisors 
ztu. f) = \’ p’eglr7). 
0 /F;-- <I 
Thus, Z(a, t) is exactly a partial zeta-function. in the classical theory of 
curves. If x is a character of G. then L,(x, t) is defined in the obvious 
fashion, and 
L,(x, t) = \‘ x(a) Z(u. t). 
Let E be an extension of Q containing the values of x. We set 
C’, = T,(X) oZ, E. Further, we may form the ,@h isotypic component, V,(x). 
Then. Weil has shown the following generalization of the theory of Section I. 
6.2.2. THEOREM. Let x be non-tril>ial. Then, 
\\vhere P,,(t) = {det( 1 - 4* t; I’,(x~ ’ ))I. 
Thus, L,(x, t) is a polynomial in t. If x =x0, we are back in the case of the 
zeta-function of Y. 
As a corollary, we see Z(u, I) is also a rational function. As #S > 0. its 
denominator is at most (1 - rf). 
Let O(r) = ~O~c Z(u - ‘, t) u E Q[ G]. and 0 = O(I). Then it is clear that 
(r- l)@EI[G]. 
6.2.3. THEOREM (Tate). (r - 1) 0 kills FC(,y). 
Proof: We have VI = 8, V,k): with 
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and 
By the results of Section 1, & has non-zero eigenvalues, and as the 
constant fields of X and Y are both equal to F,, it commutes with the action 
of G. Thus, we may substitute 4;’ for t, and obtain by Cayley-Hamilton 
and Theorem 6.2.2. that 
19(& ’ ) kills homology. 
Let n be so large that (&)” . 0(&r) actually only contains positive power 
of 4. Then /I = (r - I)(#,)” O($;‘) also kills homology. But /I is an integral 
sum of algebraic maps. Thus, by standard algebraic geometry (abelian 
varieties), ,8 annihilates F’c(X@ F,.). But on Fl(X) we see 4 acts as the 
identity. The result follows. 
Let X be the curve associated to k(ko’) and Y = P l/F,. If a E A with 
D(a) < D(&o “) and (a, @) = 1, then we set un to be the associated Galois 
automorphism. As these extensions are geometric, we can then evaluate the 
expressions in 6.2.4 to obtain (see [ 1 I I): 
6.2.5. COROLLARY. 0= (r- I)~,ocs,cocgn,,(n.13,=, a;' -N 
Ff(@ “), where N is the norm map. 
kills 
Now let X be the curve associated to k(@ ‘)+, and let 5a be the projection 
of Gal(k(@“)/k) onto Gal(k(@,“)+/k). Then, as before, we have 
6.2.6. COROLLARY. 
--I 
O+=(r- 1) C,a.y ,=,,, J,Ll)<n,fJ,,) (no(@)-D(a)- 1) 
00 -N kills FE(@)“)+, rz>here N is the norm. 
Recall that we have the measures p,, ,Zz of Definition 5.2.17. Both of these 
are measures on AZ, but we can also push ii1 forward to a measure on 
Ag/F,* . We can also reduce 0 and 0 + mod p. If we do so, we immediately 
obain the following version of Theorem 4.2.3. 
6.2.7. COROLLARY. Let p,,,uuz be defined as in Definition 5.2.17. Then: 
(a) ,ii, annihilates C/PC. 
(b) i;, annihilates C, /PC,. 
Thus. once again, the analogies between number fields and function fields 
go quite deep! We leave it to the reader to use Corollary 6.2.7 and construct 
annihilators of the isotypic components. 
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On ~‘c(p’“‘(w’) and @t(@)):P’(o’), (r - 1) 1 i, 0 and O+ act as scalars. 
By reducing these modp we obtain the following version of Herbrand’s 
criterion: 
6.2.8. COROLLARY. Let 0 < i < PC@’ - 1. Then C(w’) # 0 + 
$I I/?(P’“’ - 1 - i). 
As /I( pi) = p(i)“, the result is independent of the choice of w. 
Let r =p. Then Thomas’s calculations show 
6.2.9. COROLLARY. Letl(P’@‘-l-i)<p-l.ThenC(w’)=O. 
It remains to discuss the converse theorems. Given what we know about 
classical Iwasawa theory this is quite an exciting problem. If we had 
cyclicity, then the classical arguments would give the converse. But we do not 
have as yet any condition, like Vandiver, to ensure cyclicity. In fact, it is 
known that direct analogues of the Vandiver conjecture are false! So what 
will replace it, (and the Spiegelungssatz), if anything, is a great mystery. 
To summarize: We see that for the minus parts the classical and function 
field theories are virtually identical, but for the plus parts they differ. On the 
other hand, the plus theory remains the great unknown classically, though it 
is expected to be trivial. For function fields, one does not as yet know quite 
what to expect. Still, it is quite reasonable that knowledge of the plus part for 
function fields will shed light on the classical theory. 
Furthermore, for function fields there is a great deal of unused structure 
lying about. For instance, what can one say about the class group off (53 + ) 
(not just k(@ )‘)? Where do the Bernoulli-Carlitz numbers enter, etc.? 
Answer to such questions will tell a great deal! 
7. UNITS 
In this last Section we present an introduction to the theory of 
Cyclotomic’ units, hereafter denoted “C-units.” These are the units explicitly 
given in the constructions of Section 2. Our goal is modest; we only discuss 
the simplest cases of Q(p) and k(@)). We will show that the C-units are of 
finite index in the group of all units, with index equal to the class-number of 
the integers of Q(p) or k(@ ), respectively. Thus the units provide infor- 
mation about the plus part. 
7.1. Number Fields 
We begin by recalling an extremely useful result known as the Dedekind 
Deferminant Formula. Let G be a finite abelian group, and e its complex 
character group. 
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7.1.1. THEOREM. Let f be any complex-calued function on G. Then 
,!iJ, “L x(a)f(a ‘I= lr$;, (flab ’ ) -f(a)). X*Xo 
For a proof, see [ 14 I. 
As before, we now fix p to be an odd prime. 
Our next result will allow us to study only real fields. Its proof is exactly 
like that of Proposition 6.1.4. 
7.1.2. LEMMA. EcerJ* unit in Q(p”) is a root of unity times a unit in 
Q(P”)+. 
Recall now the definition of the classical C-units. These are the units of 
the form 
for 0 < a < p. Let I! = (a - 1)/2. Then we set 
Thus u,’ is real, is determined up to f 1, and u,’ = +uZ,. We set F(p) to be 
the group generated by u, and the roots of unity. We set F(p)’ to be the 
group generated by * 1 and ui. Thus, F(p)*/@?(p) z (F(p)‘)*/F(p)‘. 
Recall further that in 4.1 we defined the regulator R,’ as the absolute 
value of 
where CJ, E G = Gal(Q(p) +/Q) and (E, ,..., ci 1 is a Z-basis for 
(p(p) ‘)*/(+ 1). We now define the cycfotomic regulator, R,,,. to be the 
absolute value of 
det (log lb,4 I), 
a.b# I 
where u, E G and b E Z/(p)*/(* 1). It is thus clear that the index 
[(F(p)+)*: F(p)’ ] equals R,,,,/R,+. 
7.1.3. THEOREM (Kummer). The above inde.x is h,’ . 
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ProoJ The Dedekind formula gives immediately that 
But, by Theorem 4.1.4, this is exactly hi . Rl . 
7.2. Function Fields 
We now show the appropriate version of Theorem 7.1.3 in the theory of 
function fields. This is due to Rosen and Galovich [ I1 1. We present a 
simplification of their proof. Recall that G = Gal(k(@)+/k) 2 (A/@ *)/FT. 
As representatives for the elements of G we may choose the manic elements. 
Recall from Section 2 that the C-units in k( @)+ are those units of the 
form 
where C is Carlitz’s module, 0 # B and D(B) < D( 8). If B = [n, [E FT, 
then U, = [u, . Of course, U, = 1. 
We set 8’( i:, ) to be the group generated by {u, }. Thus. Y(@ ) z (F ( $2 ) + ) * 
and contains the roots of unity. Note that the map taking u E (fT(@ )’ )* to 
(u) has kernel = F,!. 
Let D( $J)’ be the primes at infinity on the curve associated to li( fJ) +. 
We saw in Section 2 that D( $2 ) + is principal homogeneous for G. Let z’ , be 
the additive valuation on K. Then all the additive valuations associated to 
the infinite primes are of the form L’,, = V, ‘2 u,, ‘, u,, E G. Let I’,, correspond 
to the prime *1’,,. We know that .&,, is rational over IF, for all 11. Let H,; ’ 
correspond to ~1 I o u,, and let a,,,(,,d,,) be the prime associated to P,, o a,;! ’ . 
Thus if g is a function. then u(g)) = (u(g)) and this action is just what was 
described in Section 1. 
Recall that in Section 5 we discussed the analytic theory of the Carlitz- 
module C. We associated to C an analytic function e(z) with 
e(Bz) = C(B)(e(z)), B EA. Thus the $I division points are exactly those 
elements 
where 0 #B and D(B) < o(f). We also saw that 
e(z)-’ = \’ (z + a)-‘. - 
0 E I 
Thus. 
e(B/‘)-’ =f(X)-’ \‘ ,, P +h-‘. 
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NOW v,(f) = --o(f), u,(x) = -T/(T - 1) and, as the sum is denominated 
by B-‘, v,(sum) = D(B). Thus 
Fix a(@) = e($“). For o(n) < 0(&Q j, we see a,(a(p ) = C(n)(a(@). Thus 
~,.,(a(@)) = O(J) -D(n) - r/(r - 1) =Def M,,. Thus the infinite part of the 
divisor (a( @ )) is formally 
Let m E A with D(m) < O(@. We let n * m * ’ denote the unique manic in 
the class of n . m * I in G. It is then clear that the infinite part of 
W)((a(@)) is Cr,cn,<Dcba, M,.~r,-l.rn. As u,,, is a unit, its total divisor is 
On the other hand, it is clear upon a moment’s reflection that the above sum 
equals the following integral divisor, 
This on the other hand, is easily seen to be 
x (-D(n * m-‘) - (-D(n))(.$” , - .9,). 
But (.$n - .S,} is a basis for S”(p) + . Thus 
[S"(~)+:F(p)] =~~(-D(n*m-')-(-o(n)). 
if determinant is non-zero. But by the Dedekind formula, the determinant is 
1-1 \- X#,@ ocn;;3ocp, x-‘(n)(-W)); 
which, by 6.2.1, is hi. 
Further, by definition, [S”(p): g(p)] =R(@))‘((F(@)+)*: a(@)]. But 
hi also equals R(p)’ ci by Corollary 6.1.3! So we have 
7.2.1. THEOREM. l(pw)+)*: a(@)1 is the class number of F(@ ) + . 
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We finish by remarking that recent work of D. Hayes has shown how to 
generalize the above to obtain an explicit version of Theorem 6.2.3 which is 
far more similar to the classical result of Stickelberger! 
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